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2 General notice

All BLITZ hydraulic Pit lifts are equipped with 
the protected BLITZ Rust protection system. 

The BLITZ Pit Lifts with hydraulic operation 
are available in different executions concern-
ing lifting height and carrying capacity. With 
all models the lifting- and lowering move-
ments are steplessly controllable. 

Operating, handling and servicing is mostly 
identical with all models. There is a particular 
mark in the instructions for use for operating 
and servicing.

The different executions are as follows:

• Series GH: 
Lifting height 600 mm, with handpump

• Series GHL: 
Lifting height 800 mm, with handpump

• Series GHS: 
Lifting height 600 mm, with handpump 
and hydr/pneum. quick lift

• Series GHSL: 
Lifting height 800 mm, with handpump 
and hydr/pneum. quick lift

• Series GHUS: 
Lifting height 600 mrn, with handpump, 
hydr/ pneum. quick lift and forced return

• Series GHUSL: 
Lifting height 800 mm, with handpump,  
hydr/ pneum. quick lift and forced return

• Series GHUST: 
Lifting height  1100/1200 mm, with hand 
pump, hydr/pneum. quick lift and forced 
return of fi rst stage

• Automatic load stroke
All executions are available upon request 
with an air motor for automatic load lift-
ing. Models GHUS, GHUSL and GHUST 
can upon request additionally be supplied 
with electro/hydraulic drive.

• Carriages
 The carriages are adjustable up to a lift 

capacity of 14 tons. Lifts having capacity 
above will be supplied with rigid carriage.

Fig. 1:

2.1 Application range of BLITZ pit 
lifts

BLITZ Pit Lifts are only to be used for partial 
lifting of vehicles with follow up support and/
or lifting or lowering of vehicle parts (as e.g. 
engines, gear-boxes etc.). The total load must 
not exceed the allowable capacity of the pit 
lift.

Any other use above the described 
function is not allowed. This goes in 
particular for mounting the pit lift and 
ascending with it.

 
BlitzRotary will not take any responsibility for 
damages resulting from misuse. The risk is 
entirely on the part of the user.

The appropriate operation also covers:

• observation of all items of these instruc-
tions for use and 

• the carrying out of Inspection- and Service 
works and the specifi ed tests.
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2.2 Warranty and Liability

Generally our “General Conditions of Sales 
and supplies” are valid. These are available 
to the user as of the time of contracting. War-
ranty- and Liability- claims for personal and 
property damage are excluded if based on one 
or more of the following reasons:

• use of the lift contrary to its destined ap-
plication.

• inexpert mounting, set to operate, running 
and maintaining the pit lift.

• Operation with condensate- and/or dirt-
holding compressed air.

• Operating of the pit lift with defect safety 
devices or inexpertly mounted or not func-
tion able safety and protection devices.

• Neglecting the remarks in the instructions 
for use  concerning transport, storage, 
mounting, starting, operating and main-
taining of the pit lift.

• Unauthorised changing of the pit lift.
• Insuffi cient control of parts, which are 

liable to wear.
• Inexpertly carried out repairs.
• Cases of disaster by foreign matters and 

Act of God. 

Service-requests and cost for returning, 
caused by non-observation of the listed 
points, cannot be accepted by us. Therefore 
in case of return please approach the manu-
facturer.
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3 Safety / Accident Prevention

The pit lift must only be operated by trained 
personal.Unauthorised people are not allowed 
to operate the pit lift!

3.1 Remarks concerning observati-
on of instructions for use

• Prior condition for safety-conform and 
faultless operation of the pit lift is the 
knowledge of the general safety remarks 
and safety instructions.

• The instruction for use have to be ob-
served by all persons working with the pit 
lift. Especially the chapter „Safety/ Acci-
dent Prevention” has to be observed.

• In addition to the safety remarks of the 
instructions for use the regulations and 
instructions being valid at the place of 
operation have to be considered.

3.2 Obligations of the operator

The operator is obliged to allow only those 
persons complying to the following require-
ments to work at the unit:

• being well acquainted with the basic 
regulations concerning labour safety and 
accident prevention and being trained to 
operate the unit

• having read and understood the chapter 
concerning safety and warning instruc-
tions and confi rmed that by their signa-
ture.

3.3 Dangers when operating the pit 
lift

BLITZ Pit Lifts are designed and built accord-
ing to technical standard and the approved 
regulations for technical security.Yet, danger 
for body and life of the operator may turn up 
when using the pit lift inexpertly.

The unit must only be operated:

• for its appropriate use
• in unobjectionable condition concerning 

technical security

Caution
Disturbances prejudicing the safety 
have to be removed immediately.

 
• The pit lift must only be operated when 

there is no danger for persons.
• The motion area of the pit lift must be held 

free.
• No persons should be allowed within the 

motion area of the pit lift. 
• The allowable capacity of the pit lift must 

not be exceeded.
• Entering of the pit lift, ascending with it 

and mounting of the load is forbidden. 
• The lift must only be loaded centrically, lift 

the vehicle, look for safe harbouring of it 
and only then can the vehicle be lifted to 
the desired height. Secure vehicle against 
rolling off. 

• Lifting and lowering movements must be 
carried out evenly. While in motion obser-
ve the load.

• Lifted load must be secured by supporting 
bridges or tripods.

3.4 Organizing requirements

• The instructions for use are constantly to 
be kept at the place of operation being at 
hand at any time.

• In addition to the instructions for use rules 
pertaining to other regulations i. e. acci-
dent prevention and environmental rules 
are to be ob-served and directed.

• Safety- and danger alert operation of per-
sonal is occasionally and by observing the 
instructions for use to be controlled.

• As far as required and ordered by regulati-
ons personal protective equipment is to be 
used.

• All safety- and danger-hints at the pit lift 
are to be observed.

• Keep all safety- and danger-hints at the pit 
lifts in readable condition.

• Changes, additional mountings or 
constructional variations impairing the 
safety must not be carried out without the 
approval of the manufacturers. This goes 
particularly as far as welding works at 
carrying parts are concerned.

• Spare parts must comply with technical 
requirements laid down by the manufac-
turer. This is only warranted with original 
parts
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• Consider time intervals given or fi xed in 
instructions for use for repeated tests/
inspections.

ln case of malfunction stop and secure 
the pit lift immediately.
Care for remedy of faults immediately.

 

3.5 Maintenance works, remedy of 
faults and disposal

• Fixed Adjusting-, maintenance- and in-
spection-works and time intervals inclu-
ding details for exchange of parts/ part 
components as mentioned in the instruc-
tions for use are to be adhered to.

 These works must only be carried out 
by expert personal.

• After maintenance- and repair works loose 
screw connections must always be fi rmly 
tightened.

• Care for safe and friendly to environment 
disposal of operating and auxiliary process 
materials as well as exchanged parts.

3.6 Special Dangers

Hydraulic, Pneumatic

• Works at hydraulic devices must only be 
made by personal with special knowledge 
and experience in hydraulic!

• All tubes, hoses and connections must 
in regular intervals be checked for leaks 
and visible damages. Damages must be 
repaired immediately. Splashing oil may 
lead to injures and fi re!

• Pressure lines to be opened (hydraulic, 
pneumatic) must be set pressure less prior 
to starting repair works.

• Hydraulic- and pneumatic lines are to be 
laid out  and mounted in an expert way. Do 
not interchange connections. Armatures, 
lengths and quality of tubing must comply 
with the requirements.

Oil, grease and other chemical stuff

While handling oils, greases and other chemi-
cal staff the existing safety rules as they are 
valid for the single products are to be obser-
ved.
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4 Technical data

Model GH, GHS, GHSP, GHUS, GHUSP, GHUST, GHUSTP, 
GHL, GHSL, GHSLP, GHUSL, GHUSLP

4 6 10 14 16 20 30 10/
4

14/
6

14/
14

20/
14

Capacity stage 1 t 4 6 10 14 16 20 30 10 14 14 20

Capacity stage 2 t - - - - - - 4 6 14 14

Working pressure hydraulic bar 80 180 199 220 130 163 245 199 220 220 220

Working pressure pneumatic bar 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

Oil capacity Tank 1 l 5,0 5,0 5,0 5,0 12 12 12 5,0 5,0 5,0 12

Oil capacity Tank 2 l 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,3 2,1 2,1 2,1 1,2 1,2 1,2 2,1

Lifting height (L-models) mm 600(800) 1100 1200

Noise level when descending 
with units having air connection 
LPA

db(A)
<83

max. lowering speed at nomina-
ted load

m/s 0,15

Tab. 1:

Check valves have been incorporated as se-
curity against undesired lifting or lowering 
motion.

An overpressure valve cares against overload-
ing. Adjusting values of overpressure valve 
see under working pressure.

4.1 Hydraulic plan

Fig. 2:

Pos. Description

1a Lifting unit

1b Valve unit

1c Control unit

1 Lifting unit

2 Lowering break valve

3 Filter

4 Oil tank

5 Lowering valve

6 Check valve

7 Overpressure valve

8 Pressurized air pump

8.1 Control

W Servicing unit

P Pump with air motor

Tab. 2:
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5 Transport

During transport it is to be observed that in 
the horizontal position of the Lift the control 
instruments are to show upwards, as other-
wise oil may be lost.

6 Mounting

The BLITZ Pit lifts are supplied along with a 
carriage, being either adjustable or made to 
measurement. 

The rails of the pit should be made from U-
profi le or in exceptional cases from a similar, 
suitable profi le material. For the installation of 
the non adjustable carriages a profi le-opening 
must be available.

6.1 Adjustable carriage

Fit the carriage into the rails of the pit so that 
on the whole length a lateral tolerance of ca. 
5-15 mm between the collar of the rolls and 
the edge of the rails is available. The axles 
must on both sides be pulled out evenly.

Fig. 3:

� After the adjustment of the axles securing 
by threaded pin (1) has to be made. Ride 
along the pit with the carriage and exam-
ine whether the rolls have suffi cient rest 
on the rails

Fig. 4:

Narrow- and wide positions by uneven 
width of pit!

 
� in case of need, adjust the position of the 

carriage.
� Fit enclosed clamping bow (2) pair wise by 

shortening in the intervals between rolls 
(4) and carrier (3)

� Put the fi tted clamping bows into the in-
tervals and secure them tightly by screws 
(5).

� Threaded pin (1) to be re-tightened and be 
countered with nut. 

� Hanging lifting unit (6) to be secured at 
both sides with the anti tilting angles (7). 
The off standing brackets must reach be-
low the U-profi le of the carriage (8).

6

7
8

Fig. 5:
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7 Initial Operation

Caution
The pit lift must be examined by an ex-
pert prior to  fi rst operation for proper 
installation in the pit, completeness 
and function. The result is to be ente-
red into an examination book. 
(These books are available from the 
manufacturer)

 

7.1 Prior to starting operation

Models GH/GHL

� Turn out the locking screw (1) and ex-
change it against the vent-screw. Other-
wise no function of the lift.

� Cap nut (3) is to be removed.

Fig. 6: GH/GHL

Models GHS / GHSL

� Cap nut (3) is to be removed.

Models GHUS / GHUSL / GHUSP / 
GHUSLP / GHUSTP / GHULP

� Cap nut (3) is to be removed and the hose 
of the quick lift valve (2) must be con-
nected, even if no compressed air is used. 
Otherwise the lift will not function.

� Compressed air to be connected with pre-
mounted servicing unit.

Fig. 7: GHUS / GHUSL / GHUSP / 
 GHUSLP / GHUSTP / GHULP

All Models

� Check oil level 
� Lift is to be greased 
� De-air hydraulic

Compressed air supply must only be done via 
a service unit with water separator, oiler and 
pressure reducer installed directly in the pit. 
The unit has to be set to 13 bar. For the oiler 
must be used only non resinous hydraulic oil 
like HLP22.
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8 Handling and Operation

Caution
When operating the pit lift you will 
have to observe all instructions from 
section „safety” and the instructions 
for the valid accident prevention regu-
lations.

 
• The pit lift must only be operated by spe-

cially trained personal.
• Pit lifts should only be put into movement 

when no persons are endangered.
• The movement range of the pit lift must be 

kept free and no persons should  stay in 
the moving region.

• The maximal allowable capacity of the pit 
lift must not be exceeded.

• Standing on the pit lift, being lifted by it 
and mounting of load is not allowed.

• The lift must only be loaded centrically, lift 
the vehicle, look for safe harbouring of it 
and only then can the vehicle be lifted to 
the desired height.

• Lifting and lowering movements must be 
carried out evenly. While in motion ob-
serve the load. 

• Lifted load must be secured by supporting 
bridges or tripods.

8.1 Load lifting

For load lifting the car wheel should be able 
to after run. (open break and put gear into 
neutral)

� If available press button “Quick lift” (2) 
until carrying plate has reached the load. 

� Load carrying devices to be lead to even 
points meant for load lifting by car manu-
facturers.

� Pump-handle (3) to be inserted, start 
pumping until vehicle is slightly lifted. 

� Check for safe load taking and con-
tinue pumping until the desired height is 
reached. 

� After pumping pull out the pump-handle 
and deposit it.

� Secure vehicle against rolling off (drag 
shoe) and use supporting bridges.

8.2 Models with pneumatic motor

• Button “Quick Lift” (2) to be pressed until 
carrying plate has reached the load carry-
ing point. 

• Load carrying device to be lead to even 
points meant for load lifting by car manu-
facturers. 

• Button “Pneumatic Motor” (1) to be 
pressed until vehicle is slightly lifted.  

• Button “Pneumatic Motor” (1) to be 
pressed until the load has reached the 
desired height. 

• Secure vehicle against rolling off (drag 
shoe) and use supporting bridge.

For exact adjustment of desired height 
and in case of insuffi cient air supply 
pumping can be done by the hand hy-
draulic pump (3) .

 

Fig. 8:
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8.3 Models with 2 hand hydraulic 
pumps

� Insert pump handle in hand hydraulic 
pump for “Quick Lift” and pump until the 
load lifting point of the carrying plate is 
reached.

� Set load carrying devices to points being 
even, fi t to take the load and directed by 
the car manufacturers. 

� Continue pumping until the vehicle is 
slightly lifted. 

� Pump handle to be inserted into second 
hand-hydraulic pump and continue pump-
ing until the load has reached the desired 
height. 

� Secure vehicle against rolling off (drag 
shoe ) and with supporting bridges.

8.4 Lowering of load

Caution
Lowering motion to be carried out 
slowly and evenly. Observe the load 
during Motion.

 
� Remove roll-off-security measure (drag 

shoe) 
� Lift vehicle slightly and remove supporting 

bridges. 
� For lowering the load move lever (1) to the 

front and turn slowly to the right.

The lowering speed will be regulated 
step less by the turning movement.

 
� Return lever (1) into rest position.

Fig. 9:

Load Carrying Devices

For safe lifting of vehicles and vehicle parts 
by means of the pit lift various load carrying 
devices are available, such as carrying plates, 
axle traverses, gear-box plates, special pick-up 
devices and extension pieces.

Supporting Bridges

Lifted vehicles have to be secured by means 
of supporting bridges or trestles. Supporting 
bridges are always manufactured according 
to pit measurements. Their safe support must 
be granted over the whole length of pit.
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Information for use

• The allowable capacity of the load 
carrying device must not be excee-
ded.

• Irrespective of the load carrying 
device, always position the load-
centre-point centrally over the pit 
lift.

• Use only load carrying devices with 
correct diameter of pin.

• Do not stack extension pieces.
• Vehicle parts must only be trans-

ported on the pit lift if it is com-
pletely lowered and if parts are 
se-cured with tapes or chains prior 
to being moved.

• Fix all load carrying devices directly 
on to the lifting ram. Do not use 
any extension pieces between the 
lift and the load carrying devices 
(traverses, gearbox plate etc.).

 
For further information concerning the com-
plete program for load carrying and load 
supporting devices please approach the ma-
nufacturers.

BlitzRotary GmbH
Hüfi nger Straße 55
D-78199 Bräunlingen
Phone +49.771.9233.0
Fax +49.771.9233.99
info@blitz.rotarylift.com 
http://blitz.rotarylift.com
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9 Troubles/Reasons/Remedies

Piston rod does not move up completely.

Reason Remedy

Insuffi cient oil in tank. • Refi ll oil up to recommended quantity.

Piston rod does not move up or descends under load.

Reason Remedy

Ball valves un tight or lip ring damaged. • Ask for service people!

Pit lift looses oil at the control.

Reason Remedy

Condensate in hydraulic oil. • Check oil level, if required drain conden-
sate

Piston gasket un tight • Ask for  service people !

Pit lift looses oil at the hand hydraulic pump

Reason Remedy

Seal un tight or damaged. • Complete hydraulic pump to be changed.

Push button blocks

Reason Remedy

Contamination/damaged in the control. • Exchange control
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Permanent exit of air at control.

Reason Remedy

Contamination in control/ seal damaged • Exchange control
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10 Maintenance and repair

Caution

• Maintenance and repair works 
must only be carried out by specia-
lists at unloaded, pressure-less lift.

• After fi nishing maintenance and 
repairs loose screw connections are 
to be tightened properly.

• Care for safe and environment-
friendly disposal of operating and 
auxiliary process materials (hydrau-
lic oil) as well as exchanged parts.

• The lifting devices are to be kept in 
proper condition and prior to its use 
are to be checked for safety to the 
personal and the vehicles.

• Prior to all maintenance and repair 
works disconnect the pit lift from 
the air supply! 

• After having fi nished work at the 
hydraulic system it must by all 
means be de-aired. 

• After all Maintenance and repair 
works test the pit lift and enter the 
result into the examination book.!

 

10.1 Maintenance works

General

• The ram and the pin of the load carrying 
device must be kept free from sand and 
dirt. 

• While working with adhesive under bottom 
agents or with lacquer the ram must be 
protected. 

• The pit lift should not be cleaned  with 
high pressure or steam cleaners. 

• For cleaning the pit lift no aggressive 
cleaning agents should be used.

10.2 Time-fi xed works

Weekly

� oil all rolls
� Service-unit of compressed air-line to be 

checked and serviced. 
� With daily use remove condensate weekly
� With occasional use of the pit lift drain 

condensate monthly.
� The pin of load carrying devices as well as 

the hole of the pit lift should be cleaned 
and sprayed with a rust protecting oil.

Quarterly

� Check oil level

Yearly

� Oil-change 
� Clean and grease bearings of all rolls.

10.3 Description of Maintenance 
works

De-Airing of hydraulic system

� Hand pump (1) without pump handle to be 
operated 

� 5 to 10 times with simultaneous operation 
of the lowering valve (2).

Oil level control

Prior to oil level control

� Disconnect the pit lift from the pressure 
line.

2 oil levels will have to be controlled.
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Oil level 1 (Container for load stroke)

� lifting ram to be descended completely. 
� Remove oil bar (4) by unscrewing and 

check oil level.

• Is the oil level too low, refi ll oil
• With oil level too high, let off con-

densate.

 
Oil level 2 (container for descending)

� lifting ram to be ascended completely. 
� Oil bar (3) to be unscrewed and oil level to 

be checked.

• Is the oil level too low, refi ll oil 
• With oil level too high, let off con-

densate.

Condensate drain

Condensate (water) may reach the 
hydraulic system with the air. The
condensate rests at the bottom of the 
oil container. The oil level rises and 
possibly oil may extrude at the control.

� Oil drain screw (5) to be loosened until 
liquid (water/oil mixture) comes out.

� With drain of oil only, fasten the oil drain 
screw.

� In case of need refi ll oil

Fig. 10:

Oil change

BLITZ Pit lifts are equipped with 2 hy-
draulic drives. The lower one actuates
the load lifting. The upper one supports 
the return action and overfl ows with 
every lifting- and lowering motion the 
cylinder with oil. Thus an optimal rust 
protection over the complete cylinder 
surface is reached.

For oil change you will require:

• Oil tray
• Hydraulic oil, class HLP, viscosity ISO-VG 

10, 22 or 32. (e,g,HLP 22). Quantity of oil 
see technical data.

• 4 seal rings (spare part catalogue items 28, 
315, 337 and 379)

Before changing oil

� disconnect pit lift from air supply.
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You will have to change oil contents
from2 different oil containers!

 

Attention
Drain oil into a suitable container and 
care for proper disposal.

 
Oil container  1 (container for load 
stroke)

� descend ram completely.
� oil drain screw (5) to be taken out and oil 

to be drained.
� oil drain screw (5) with seal ring (Spare 

part item 28) to be inserted and fi xed tight-
ly.

� Oil bar (3) to be turned out.
� refi ll oil up to recommended level.
� Oil bar (3) with seal ring (Spare part item 

337) to be turned in and fi xed tightly.

1

2

Fig. 11:

Oil container 2 (descending)

� ascend ram completely
� turn out locking screw (2) and drain oil.
� Locking screw (2) with seal ring (Spare 

part 
� item 315) to be remounted and tightly 

fi xed.
� turn out oil bar (1)
� refi ll oil up to recommended level.
� Oil bar (1) with seal ring (Spare part item 

379) to be turned in and fi xed tightly.

Fig. 12:
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11 Repair works

11.1 Exchange complete control

� Disconnect pit lift from air supply (1).
� Safety ring (2) to be loosened and axle (4) 

to be pulled out.
� Both buttons (6) to be removed.
� hexagonal socket screws (5) to be un-

screwed and turned out.
� control (7) to be removed by pulling to-

wards  operator.
� 0-ring (3) to be replaced.
� New control to be mounted and to be fi xed 

by hexagonal socket screw (5).
� Both buttons (6) and axle (4) to be re-

placed and to be secured by spring ring.
� connect air supply (1)

Fig. 13:

11.2 Complete hydraulic pump 
(pump block) to be exchanged

� disconnect pit lift from air supply and 
drain oil (see oil-change).

� loosen compressed air connection (15).
� safety ring (9) to be removed and bolt (10) 

to be pulled out.
� Un tighten hex. screw (12) and turn it out.
� hydraulic pump (11) to be removed to-

wards operator.
� replace O-ring (13).
� remove sieve (14), clean and replace.
� mount new pump block and fi x it with hex. 

screws (12).
� gears with bolt (10) and safety ring (9 ) to 

be fi xed.
� reconnect air supply (15).
� refi ll oil (see oil change).

Fig. 14:
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12 EC Declaration of Conformity

In the meaning of the EEC Machinery Direc-
tive 98/37 EC, Annex II A for installed ma-
chines.

This certifi cation applies to the Blitz prod-
uct Pit Lift, suspended (Type and Serial No. 
see at front cover)

The Pit lift was constructed and manufactured 
in compliance with the regulations of the EC 
Guidelines. 

BlitzRotary GmbH
Hüfi nger Straße 55
D-78199 Bräunlingen

The following harmonised standards were 
applied:

• 37/23 EWG
• 89/336 EWG
• EN 1493
• EN 60204.1

A complete technical documentation is avail-
able. The operating instructions that belong to 
the axle free lifter are on fi le. 

Bräunlingen, 01.07.2007

C.Rohde, Management
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13 Appendix

13.1 Adhesive notices

Order No.

3600011

Typ
Type
Type

Fabrik-Nr.
Serial No.

Série N°

Baujahr
Year

Année

max. Druck pneum.
max. pressure pneum.
pression pneum. max.

max. Druck hydr.
max. pressure hydr.
pression hydr. max.

Tragfähigkeit
Capacity
Capacité t

bar

bar

36
00

01
0

BLITZ M. Schneider • Werkzeug- u. Maschinenfabrik GmbH • D-78199 Bräunlingen

3261922

4000max. kg

3303922

6000max. kg

3304922

10000max. kg

3305922
max. kg14000

3680922

16000max. kg

3306922
max. kg20000

3626922
max. kg30000

3304922 4000
10000 kgmax.

Stufe
stage
étage

2.

1.

3312922 6000
10000 kgmax.

Stufe
stage
étage

2.

1.

3305922 14000
14000 kgmax.

Stufe
stage
étage

2.

1.

3306922 14000
20000 kgmax.

Stufe
stage
étage

2.

1.
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Operating Instruction
Appendix

Order No.

708695 Achtung!

Um Ölverlust und
Schäden am Heber zu
vermeiden, müssen
bei Transport und
Lagerung Bedien-
elemente nach oben
weisen.

Attention!

In order to avoid loss
of oil and damage of
the lift, all operating
elements must be in
upright position
during transport and
storage.

Attention!

Pour éviter perte
d’huile et dommages
au vérin, tous les
éléments d’operation
doivent montrer en
direction haute pen-
dant le transport et le
stockage.
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860930 Wichtig!

• Kondensat in der
Druckluftleitung
zerstört den Heber

• Installieren Sie
deshalb vor dem
Heber einen
Wasserabscheider

• Warten Sie diesen
regelmäßig

Important!

• Condensate in the
air line destroys
the lift

• Therefore a water
separator should
be installed before
the lift

• This must be
serviced regularly

Important!

• Condensé dans la
ligne d’air détruit le
vérin

• A cause de ça un
separateur d’eau
doit être installé
avant le vérin

• Il faut le servir
régulièrement

 8
60
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3240923

Achtung!

Heber funktioniert
nur, wenn vor Inbe-
triebnahme Ver-
schlußschraube
gegen beiliegenden
Entlüftungsstopfen
getauscht wird.

Attention!

Lift only works when
prior to initial use the
locking screw is
replaced by the
enclosed deairing
plug.

Attention!

Le vérin fonctionne
seulement si avant la
première mise en
marche la vis de
fermeture est rempla-
cée par le bouchon
de dégagement d’air.
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3320923
Achtung!

Überwurfmutter
entfernen und Luft-
leitung anschließen.
Andernfalls keine
Funktion des He-
bers.

Attention!

Remove screwed cap
and connect with air
line. Otherwise the
lift will not function.

Attention!

Enlever écrou à
chapeau et connecter
au ligne d’air. Autre-
ment pas de fonc-
tion deu vérin.

 3
32
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3600.920 Das Besteigen des Grubenhebers ist verboten!
Das Mitfahren auf dem Grubenheber ist verboten!

Betriebsanleitung

• Unbefugten Personen ist das Bedienen des Grubenhebers untersagt! Bedienung nur durch entsprechend
unterrichtetes Personal. Die gesetzlichen Unfallverhütungsvorschriften sind zu beachten!

• Grubenheber nur zentrisch belasten. Fahrzeug anheben, auf sichere Fahrzeugaufnahme prüfen, dann erst
auf die gewünschte Höhe anheben. Fahrzeug gegen Abrollen sichern!

• Grubenheber nur in Bewegung setzen, wenn keine Personengefährdung besteht!
• Hub- und Senkbewegungen gleichmäßig vornehmen, während der Bewegung aufgenommene Last

beobachten, Bewegungsbereich des Grubenhebers freihalten!
• Der Aufenthalt von Personen im Bewegungsbereich des Grubenhebers ist untersagt!
• Höchstzulässige Tragfähigkeit nicht überschreiten!
• Das Besteigen des Grubenhebers, das Mitfahren darauf und das Besteigen der Last sind untersagt!
• Es ist zu empfehlen, die angehobene Last mit Abstützbrücken oder Abstützböcken zu sichern!
• Die ausführliche Betriebsanleitung ist zu beachten!
• Im Störungsfall nicht selbständig am Grubenheber arbeiten. Heber stillegen, gegen unbefugte Inbetrieb-

nahme sichern und Kundendienst verständigen.

Bedienung und Wartung

Bestell-Nr.: 3600.920 Stand: 02/00
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BlitzRotary GmbH

Hüfi nger Straße 55
D-78199 Bräunlingen
Telefon +49.771.9233.0
Telefax +49.771.9233.99
info@blitz.rotarylift.com
http://blitz.rotarylift.com
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